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Stratigraphic horizons of mineral specimens occurring around the Aobayama Hill : 
Foundational data for geology-teaching materials in the Sendai area
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Abstract
Mineral specimens occurring around the Aobayama Hill have been utilized as scientific study objects, also 
as familiar geology-teaching materials in the Sendai area.  We investigate the background geology of their 
occurrences including stratigraphic horizons, depositional conditions, and radiometric age.  Large crystals of 
anorthite and augite, originally produced as crystal bombs of volcanic eruptions, are collected from a tuff breccia 
bed of the lowest part of Upper Miocene Mitaki Formation which unconformably covers the Nashino Formation. 
Large pseudomorph specimens of high-quartz are obtained from matrix-supported conglomerate, tufffaceous 
sandstone or pebble-containing mudstone beds, which strata overlie the Mitaki Formation.  Zircon grains from 
the high-quartz horizon are dated to 8.0±0.7 Ma as fission-track age by the LA-ICP-MS method combined 
with the U-Pb dating.  The strata including high-quartz horizon beds, often showing chaotic or dipping, are 
covered by a flat bed of clast-supported conglomerate underlying the Pliocene Tatsunokuchi Formation.  They 
belong not to the Pliocene Kameoka Formation as a conventional thought, but probably to the Upper Miocene 
Shirasawa Formation or the upper part of Nashino Formation, which two formations have been regarded as 
contemporaneous to the Mitaki Formation.  Possibly, high-quartz have been derived from pumice tuff of the 
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る梨野層の凝灰岩から6.4±0.4Ma のジルコン FT 年
代が得られている（Fujiwara et al.，2008；藤原ほか，
2013）。白沢層は主に珪長質な凝灰岩やシルト岩から
なり、ジルコン FT 年代として9.4 ～ 6.9Ma が報告さ
れている（北村ほか、1986）。そのため秋保層群は全
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